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the brookline center for COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
Every year, thousands of people depend on the Brookline Center for mental health care and services that they can’t access elsewhere.

As a community mental health center, we’re here for all who need us, providing outstanding, effective care to everyone who seeks our support, no matter their financial circumstances.

You make this possible. Because you care, thousands of adults and children lead healthier, safer, and fuller lives.

$1.8 M
Provided $1.8 million of free and reduced-fee care

38,000+
Delivered 38,000+ hours of care for 3,750 people (including 1,498 children)

5,792
Conducted 5,792 in-home therapy visits

54
Partnered with 54 local agencies and all 9 Brookline public schools

47
Expanded the BRYT Transition Program network to 47 high schools
COUNTING ON EACH OTHER

Dear Friends,

Like you, I care deeply about Brookline, about the strength of our community and the well-being of the diverse individuals and families who call Brookline home.

As a Brookline Center supporter, you are part of a long line of individuals and organizations who have ensured access to mental health care for all members of our community for close to 60 years.

It is because you care that you give. And when you give, you have an incredible impact:


Thank you, we are grateful beyond measure.

In this annual report we celebrate some of the reasons donors like you remain enthusiastic in their support. What connects each story is compassion, and the belief that we are all in this together.

The landscape of health care has shifted again and again over the past six decades. This fall has, once more, brought political changes that will shape how we meet the mental health needs of our community going forward.

Through it all, the Brookline Center has endured as a haven of certainty and care. We know that if we can continue to count on you, Brookline can continue to count on us. Let’s count on each other.

With gratitude and hope,

Karin B. Miller
President
THANK YOU FOR CARING

Brookline is a community characterized by its commitment to the wellbeing of all. Your compassion creates health, transforms lives, and sustains our community. We are deeply grateful for your strong and continued support.

$100,000+
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts Foundation
Cummings Foundation
Klarman Family Foundation
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
United Way of Massachusetts Bay and Merrimack Valley

$25,000 - $99,999
Anonymous (2)
Brookline Community Foundation
Nancy Lincoln and Louise “Reddi” Ford*

$10,000 - $24,999
Anonymous
Mark and Allison Allyn*
American Tower LLS
Sandy and David Bakalar*
Boston Private Bank & Trust Company
Cosette Charitable Fund
Eastern Bank Charitable Foundation
Wendy and Peter Gordon*
Janey Fund

$5,000 - $9,999
Altman Vilandrie & Company
Helen Charlap and Joseph Biederman*
Michele Fishel and Barry Weisman*
GE Foundation
Grantham, Mayo, Van Otterloo & Co. LLC
Hawk Foundation
Kathryn Hintz*
George and Marie Hoguet*
Jane Kaplan Peck and Nathan Peck*
Kingsley H. Murphy Family Foundation
Leo Wasserman Fund
Alan and Harriet Lewis*
Avi and Heidi Liss*
Leonard and Karin Miller*
Sergio and Suzanne Modigliani*
Peter Norstrand and Katherine Tallman*
Ellen Rovner and Michael Zimman*
Santander
Sister and Johnny Foundation
Jodi and Robert Sokoloff*
Leah and Jonathan Stearns*
Brian and Anne Trinque
Kristina and Josh Vitullo*

$2,500 - $4,999
Phyllis and David Adelson* • Rory Altman and Rebecca Mayne • Robin Atlas and Talia Herman* • Beacon Wealth Advisors, LLC • Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center • BJ’s Charitable Foundation • Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts • Ellen and David Blumenthal* • Bournewood Hospital • Brookline Bank • Chang Family* • Claremont Companies • Commonwealth Fund • Deborah and Tom Daccord* • Deloitte & Touche LLP
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NANCY LINCOLN AND REDDI FORD

Long-time Brookline residents shaping their legacy.

“We put the Brookline Center at the top of the list for our giving, what we intend to leave, and what we want our kids to value in terms of future giving. Why? We’ve always been inspired by the Center. As established as it is, it’s never stagnant. The Center is always looking forward, innovating. If there’s a need to be met, the Center is at the forefront. It’s vital to us that the Center remains a central resource for all of Brookline.”
Thank you for creating hope

$1,000 – $2,499
Anonymous • Brian and Corinne Acampora • Jerry Avorn and Karen Tucker* • Alex Baker • Bank of America Charitable Foundation • Barrington Foundation • Jane and Leonard Bernstein* • David and Nicole Borden* • Boston Psychoanalytic Society & Institute • Brookline Liquor Mart • Brookline Rotary Club • Deborah and David Brooks* • Leo Corcoran* • Michael and Carolyn Crowley’ • Thomas and Carol Davidow • Mike DeLucia and Heather Walsh* • Harry and Sandra Dine* • Mady and Bruce Donoff* • Ken Dornstein and Kathryn Geismar* • Yukiko and Eran Egozy* • Paul and Saskia Epstein* • Catalina Escalante-Roseto • David and Steffanie Finn* • Jacque Franccona* • Brenda Freishtat* • Tom Gallitano and Margaret Talmers* • Sidhu and Jennifer Gangadharan • Jen and Frank Gorke • Christina Grace and Fielder Hiss* • Dr. Karen Greenberg and Mr. Richard Rudman* • Martin Hegen and Lisa Crossley* • Albert Hyman and Sharon Waller • Edward and Betsy Jacobs* • Jerry and Holly Kampler • Kenneth and Catherine Kaplan* • Sam and Laura Kaplan • Louis Kaplow and Jody Forchheimer* • Elizabeth Kass* • Judy Katz and Phillip Mayfield* • Pamela Katz* • Kate and Steve Kelley* • Kori Kindya and Michael Rahaim • Adam Kotkin • Ronni Kotler* • Jonathan and Patti Kraft* • Grace Lee and Joe Makalusky • Howard Lurie and Teresa Betit* • Josh and Jessica Lutzker* • Nathaniel and Ashley Mason* • Philip and Charlotte Mason* • Mary and Michael McConnell* • Tom and Jennifer Meyer • Mollusca Fund • Matt and Michelle Mund • Murphy, Edwards, Goncalves & Ferrera • Jody Newman* • Newmann Darrah Family Charitable Fund • Novartis • David and Lisa Nurme* • David Oswald* • Shirley Partoll* • People’s United Bank • Amy Pitter* • Alexander Powell and Hadley Planting • Cynthia Price and Charles Taylor* • Karen Richards* • Susan Ridker* • Francine Rosenzweig* • Katie Ryan* • Suzanne Salamon and Alan Einhorn* • Laura Schulz and Susan Kaufman* • Paul and Barbara Senecal* • Peg and Stephen Senturia* • Enid Shapiro* • Julia Shepley and Alan Cohen* • Sher Wealth Management Group • Rachel and Phillip Sher* • Vivian M. Shoolman* • Gregory and Terry Simmons* • Stein Family Fund • Carol and Ted Steinman* • Ellie Svenson* • Michael and Bianca Tinsley • Tripod Fund • VINCE. • Nancy Vineberg* • Fred and Lenore Von Kruesenstiern* • Travis and Carrie Wager • Jack Walter and Mayra Lorenzo • Henry and Barbara White* • Dr. Lynn White and Dr. Barrett Rollins* • Bryan and Stephanie Whitehead • Richard Whitehead and Kathy Gardner* • Jane and James Wilson* • Marc and Sarah Zimman*

Counting on...

The Kaplan & Peck Families

Two generations, a singular commitment to Brookline.

“The Center has always been here for the needs of our community. After moving to Brookline as a single mother in 1974, I went to the Brookline Center with my elder daughter and received services that helped us with a difficult transition. The Center had a sliding scale so I could afford the cost—it made a huge impression on me. I’m delighted that Jane and Nate are carrying on our family’s commitment to Brookline and to mental health.”
THANK YOU FOR TRANSFORMING LIVES

$500–$999
Anonymous • Elyse Archila • William and Susan Barry • Bay State Federal Savings Foundation • Jordan and Susan Beaumont • Andrew Bernstein and Jacqueline Shoback • Jerome Bibuld • Jerry Bosco and Debbie Rohe • Carolyn and Steve Buchanan • Burke Family • Suneer and Sejal Chander • John Chereski and Ai Kurokawa • Elyse Cherry • Joseph and Selina Chow • Gordon Clark • EA Markets LLC • Rob Daves and Jennifer Jackson • Margot Davis • Dean Park Grill & Pizza • Arthur Deych • David and Carol Edelman • Lew Eisenberg and Nancy Farrell • Andrew Foster • John and Katherine Ghirardelli • Mary Cornelia Ginn • Walter and Anne Ginn • Peter and Karlyn Grimes • Michael and April Grogan • HC Studio • Thomas Huber • Christine and Robert Husson • Patricia Kauffman • Jay Lebed and Karin Kahn • Alan and Sherry Leventhal • Jay and Mimi Levine • Michael Lindstrom • Alan and Lisa Liss • Lewis Lockwood and Ava Penman • Joseph and Nancy Louca • Mark Lu and Channadda Sakdiyakorn • Robin Maclroy and William Spears • Harry Margolis and Susan Phillips • Jodi and Michael Masdea • Amy Mayer • MFS Investment Management • Susan Michaels • Kim Nelson • Stella Parry • Mark Pasternack and Judy Meyers • Pfizer Foundation • Portobello Road • Andrea Roberts • Gayle and Mark Rohde • Stephen Rosenfeld and Margot Botsford • Alison Rosenthal • Harriet Samuelson • Lucy and Philip Sandler • Vijay Saraf • Jamie Scarborough • Harriet Shugerman • Adam Shyevitch and Niki Lamberg • Andrew and Lisa Silverman • Ellen Slaby and Bruce Richardson • Adam and Maeghan Smith • Kathy Spiegelman • Beth and Larry Sulak • George and Shannon Tolis • Rosalen Vineberg • Michael and Marlene Wasserstein • Tara West • Jeff and Allison Williams • Chen Zheng • Linda and Jerrold Zindler • Ellen Ziskind • Robert and Molly Zuker • Madan and Usha Zutshi

Gifts received July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016.
* Edna Stein Leadership Giving Society Member

Every gift makes an impact. We recognize each of our wonderful donors in the full listing online at brooklinecenter.org/thankyou
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SOUMEN GANGULY AND SUTANUKA LAHIRI
Addressing a need in their backyard.

“We were looking for a cause that was local, and this is as local as it gets. Brookline is a community that has very deep roots, but it’s also changing quickly. There’s a thread of continuity that the Center brings. There are folks who’ve been clients for years and space for those who are new to Brookline. We’re going to be here long-term, and this is the right time for us to start giving back.”
Very few communities can count on each other as we do. Your support ensures that every adult and child who needs our help can find comprehensive care right here in Brookline. You close the gap between what our neighbors can afford and the care they truly need. Thank you!

REVENUE
Philanthropy contributed 25% of the Brookline Center’s income this year. We are grateful to the 1,665 generous individuals, companies, and foundations who made gifts of $1.9 million to sustain core services and grow innovative programs.

EXPENSES
Our 2016 operating budget was $5.7 million. We carefully manage our finances to make the best use of donations; this year, 84% of every dollar you contributed funded mental health programs, services, and clinic operations.

For additional financial information, please contact Director of Finance Johanna Chilingirian at 617.277.8107.
YOUR COMPASSION CREATES HEALTH, TRANSFORMS LIVES, AND SUSTAINS OUR COMMUNITY!